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The picture is largely unrelated, but it is the least sexist picture of a spaceship crew I can find... Welcome to this page. If you came here through the IO Meeting page, read on. If you don't have... Well, make yourself feel at home anyway. Background One of the biggest difficulties with launching an RPG campaign is getting together scheduling conflicts to prevent me from GMing as often as I would like. As a result, I decided to try another way to escape the campaign: players for each session would be assembled from the pool, with a lot for session players who could do this particular session. Adventures will take place in the same continuity, and PCs will gain
experience and level up, but the players for each session (and therefore the composition of the crew for the session) are likely to be different. It's still a campaign, not a one-shot series. The system and installation of the rules used will savage the worlds basic rules plus Science Fiction Companion, and the installation will not yet be
decided by the freely detailed world of space opera (see Gazetteer here). All computers are registered members of the Galactic Teamsters Guild. Each session is a subcontract of the Guild to its members: players who sign up for the session. The basics of Savage Worlds rules can be found here. Creating a character in the interest of time
we will create characters by email or messaging on Meetup (hopefully) way in advance. The characters will be semi-prenatal: you let me know what type of character you would like to play, and I'll stat up the character for you within the rules settings. Necessary information: Species - You can invent your own or stick to a stock of humans,
aquarts, cat/leonid, dog/lupin, robot/android, vegetable, space elf, reptile/zaurian, hairy rough/space gorilla, or rubber alien forehead. Let's try to avoid bird/ornite and insects/bug aliens - they creep me out. Species characteristics - If you want to view your character to have certain particular strengths or weaknesses, you can suggest them,
or I can apply stock characteristics. I prefer not psionics, but if you want to make a case for it, go ahead. Gender - binary, or as necessary for your species. No bimbo space, please. Profession/Archetype - The work of your character in the team and to what sci-fi path he belongs to. Professions will include navigation, engineer, safety,
medicine, etc. Archetypes will be such things as: ace pilot, shooter, brawler, rogue/grifter. For your character it is preferable to have primary experience and secondary experience. Again, there's no place for bimbo, please. Gear - Your character will have all the gear that he or she is expected to have to do the job - I'm not too fussy about
inventory as GM, but if you want to have something specific, give know too. Weapon - Each character will have a standard blaster question and a useful knife. You can have an additional extra a weapon that is suitable for your profession/species/archetype. Backstory - A brief backstory about how your character acquired his skills and
how he or she came to join the Teamsters Guild. Please list the enemy and ally from the character's past, as well as the character's short and long-term goals. Sessions, Registration, and AAR sessions on Monday night, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. or so. There will be 3 to 5 seats per session. I will complete the session date and resume on
Meetup, and players who can do this session can reply to a page with their character's name and profession/archetype (so other players know which roles are needed and which are already filled). I'll try to post as early as possible so you can plan your schedules. Normally, places will be given in order of the first came, the first serve
basis, but if the player has played for the last two sessions in a row, I can give a place to another player who did not. I want to respect all the time and confirm the list of players for each session as soon as I can, so please only subscribe to the session if you can do so. Players can earn additional XPs by writing a report after the action on
the Meetup page; I hope to create a community to feel in our pool of players. Logistics Games will be played on Mondays, from 7pm to 10pm or so, at my location in Bukit Batok. We usually meet at the West Mall for dinner at 6pm and then make our way to my place afterwards. You can meet a group with me if you don't join us for dinner.
Bones and stationery are provided. You can bring your own bones, but if I think they are not balanced I will ask that you use mine instead. Bottled water and snacks are provided - we only allow plain water at the table for... historical reasons (don't ask). My GMing style and important caveat I tend to play fast and loose with the rules,
preferring to focus on storytelling rather than rules. As I mentioned earlier, inventory is not tracked closely, no ammunition (you run short when the plot requires) and money (you are supposed to be able to afford things that a space trucker can reasonably afford, and you're up to your neck in debt when the plot requires it). The word
encumbrance is never used at my desk. The tone of this campaign is space opera. More Guardians of the Galaxy than Star Wars or Star Trek. There will be violence and you will come across societies that hold views on politics, religion, and human/alien rights that are different from your own. As befits a space opera, PCs tend not to die;
But if your character is incapacitated in a fight, he or she can't get XPs to meet. I will be tracking XPs for this campaign (I'm not for my other campaigns) as I want a bit of competitiveness between As each adventure has to be completed in one session in three hours or so, the stretch will inevitably be a bit of a railroad. This means that the
adventure can sometimes consist of a number of problems presented by the party, but I will not do it that there is only one way to solve problems (sometimes I don't even have a solution myself...) or that they have to be solved in a certain order. The fight will be played on combat cards with figurines. You can bring your own figurine if you
like. Finally, I would like to say in advance that players who feel they are not enjoying my game (either because of the way I run the game or who I am as a person) should feel free to leave - just let me know so I can offer a place for other members on Meetup. Similarly, if I feel that the player is not fit for me or the group, I will ask him or
her to leave the group. Thanks for not having the time to read it all. If you still want to sign up, please do so on the Meetup page and I will be contacting you soon. Welcome to Seven Worlds, a new epic sci-fi production and campaign now available for Savage Worlds! (Click here for information on how to buy Seven Worlds) Seven Worlds
is an epic sci-fi role-playing campaign that creates a system of Wild Worlds rules. In 2217, humanity's greatest achievement is the colonization of nearby star systems, now known as the Seven Worlds, where humanity lives, thrives and prepares for the next big wave of space exploration. But when the unexpected threatens humanity, only
an unlikely group of heroes can solve a deadly plot and try to prevent the fall! This is what early reviewers talked about the game: It's not the usual Firefly-meets-Star Wars space opera, it's more like a space... Total: 5 out of 5. - Half of the Station Wealth is a science fiction that seems much more believable than most sci-fi - Chronicle of
the Role Space Combat System is diamond-hard... First-class work! - Atomic Rockets Campaign of The Seven Worlds will make a pretty good TV series - Halfway Station Together we've already visited the iconic Traveller, Oriental Coriolis, the far-reaching Mindjammer, the ideology-based FAITH, and the commercially super-successful
newest iteration of Star Trek, and all of this without going into crossovers like gonzo when it comes to based on science, Seven Worlds buries them all. - RPG.net Seven Worlds also received atomic rocket seal approval for scientific accuracy. This award, awarded to products that have shown a strong commitment to science, fills us with
pride and shows that we are serious about science! What makes The Seven Worlds special? What makes The Seven Worlds special? Do we need another sci-fi environment and a campaign for the Wild Worlds? We believe there is a niche for a new, unique setting, and here are a few reasons why: Epic Campaign! The core of Seven
Worlds is its awesome, world-shattering campaign (you can ignore it and use the settings on your own if you like). The installation was developed history, not the story around the setting that makes for the rich rich where everything fits together. Inspired by such grandiose RPG episodic campaigns as the original Dragonlance saga,
several Paizo Adventure Paths, and classic sci-fi books such as the Expanse series and TV series such as Battlestar Galactica and Babylon 5, this is the story of an arc players will never forget! The campaign will be available as seven modules only for PDF and (after the modules have been released) as a one-volume 253-page
campaign book (you can buy a subscription to the Seven Worlds campaign today to get it!). For more information about the campaign, check out this designer diary. If you want to use the settings as a sandbox and ignore the campaign, you can do it as well! Check out the biographies and character sheets for sample characters Maricelle,
Duarthe, Derrick and Seela to see how deeply customized! Science is real! From stellar systems to technology and science, Seven Worlds is one of the most realistic SF settings of this side of the classic 2300AD role-playing game, with a few concessions made when needed to keep things fun (Psionics and FTL, for example). In addition,
the Seven Worlds Setting Guide includes dozens of side panels that explain off-the-wall scientific concepts and facts in plain language. If you've ever wanted to know what space smells like, or why the shuttle kept its cargo bay doors open while in orbit, then this is the book for you! Check out this designer diary for more! Here's an
example of many scientific sidebars in the seven worlds Setting Guide: Starmap is 3-D! If real space is three-dimensional, why can we only play role-playing games with 2-D printed on the space map page? Not this not again! Seven Worlds comes with a digital 3-D map of the famous space in 2217, which can be shown on most
compatible computers and tablets. Based on real, real star positions and locations, and closely related to the plot of the campaign, 3-D starmap Seven Worlds allows grandmasters and players to navigate the star map to the setting in 3D and feel like they are truly adventurous in space. Of course, the game also includes 2-D starmaps for
those times when cracking open a laptop is redundant. For more information on 3-D Starmaps and why they are changing the gaming experience, check out this designer's diary. Space battles are unique! Where would a realistic sci-fi game be without unique and innovative rules of space combat? Seven Worlds contains extensive rules
of scientific and sound space combat. This is not a World War II-dog-fight in space (you know what kind of movie we think)! From lasers to beams of particles, from cloud shells to point defenses, from inertial motion to the accumulation of heat and radiation, we live with complex experiences of fighting in space! And you haven't heard of
the new rules for (23rd century Siri- or Cortana-like software personalities), planetary atmospheres and environments, and much, much more! But don't take our word for it. Download FREE Seven Worlds test drive PDF and see for yourself! Seven Worlds' main products are And available to you today! Visit our DriveThruRPG and
RPGNow store in to purchase a customization guide, a subscription to a campaign book, and many accessories such as combat cards, a GM screen and more! More! savage worlds space 1889. savage worlds space opera. savage worlds space combat. savage worlds space settings. savage worlds space 1889 pdf. savage worlds
spaceships. savage worlds spaceship rules. high space savage worlds
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